AGENDA
Garfield County Public Library District Board of Trustees Meeting
Date: Thursday, September 5, 2019 6:00PM
Place: Silt Branch Library, 680 Home Ave.
Board Mission Statement: The GCPLD Board supports the GCPLD mission, vision, and values through
the following actions: Ensuring financial stability, investing in staff development, providing service
advocacy, and promoting District library innovation.
I.

CALL TO ORDER
A. Roll Call
B. Public Participation: 3 minutes per person
C. Approval of the agenda

II.
CONSENT AGENDA FOR APPROVAL
A. Minutes of Library Board meeting- August 1, 2019(pp.1-4)
B. Claims for Board Approval: General Fund July 16, 2019 through August 15, 2019 (pp.5-6);
Alpine Bank Credit Card Statement July 2019 (pp.7-8).
III.

ACTION ITEMS - None

IV.
DISCUSSION ITEMS
A. Review timeline for ballot measure, Brett Lear/TBWBH/Seter & Vander Wall (pp.9-11)
B. Review “Library Programs and New Americans” white paper, Sandi Langlais Kister & trustees
(pp.12-35)
C. Silt Branch Report, Linda Lewis, Branch Manager
D. Management Report, Brett Lear (pp.36-53)
E. Finance Report, Kevin Hettler (pp.54-60)
F. Treasurer’s Report, Perry Sweeney
Next Board Meeting: October 3, 2019 at the Rifle Branch Library, 207 East Ave., Rifle, CO 81650
Adjourn meeting.
This agenda is subject to change, including the addition of items up to 24 hours in advance or the deletion of
items at any time. All times are approximate. If special accommodations are necessary per ADA, please call
970-625-4270 prior to the meeting.
Prepared by: Brett Lear
Posted on: August 30, 2019

GARFIELD COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY DISTRICT
RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS: BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING
New Castle Branch Library
August 2, 2019
I. CALL TO ORDER
Sandi Langlais Kister called the meeting to order at 6:05 pm. Jenn Cook conducted the roll call.
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT:
Alice Bedard-Voorhees
Landon Churchill (via video conference)
Sandi Langlais Kister
Monica Miller
Adrian Rippy-Sheehy
Michelle Foster
Perry Sweeney

STAFF PRESENT:
Emily Hisel
Kevin Hettler
Patrick Tonozzi
Kim Owens
Brenda Kingen
Laurin Arnold
Jennifer Cook
Brett Lear
Amy Shipley

PUBLIC PRESENT:
Steve Vasilakis
John Gracey
Marjorie Lear
Wade Lear
GUESTS PRESENT:
None
BOARD MEMBERS EXCUSED:
None
PUBLIC COMMENT SECTION:
John Gracey expressed an interest in longer open hours, tea and coffee service, and more
Christian books in the collection. Amy Shipley explained the process for requesting new
materials.
AGENDA CHANGES/ADDTIONS:
Sandi Langlais Kister requested the addition of Action Item B: Treasurer’s Report, and also to
add Discussion Items D: Branch Manager’s Report, E: Human Resource Director’s Report, and
F: Assistant Director’s Report
APPROVAL OF AGENDA
A motion to approve the agenda was made by Monica Miller, seconded by Alice BedardVoorhees - Motion passed unanimously.
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II. CONSENT ITEMS FOR APPROVAL
A. Minutes of Library Board meeting- July 11, 2019
A request was made by Adrian Rippy-Sheehy for changes to the July 11, 2019 board
meeting minutes. Discussion Item E: Library Foundation update – George Pearson’s
name was spelled incorrectly. Also under Discussion Item E: Library Foundation update
– the last sentence should be modified to include the phrase “and the Foundation will pay
for the mailing that went out in July.”
A motion to approve the July 11, 2019 board meeting minutes was made by Monica
Miller, seconded by Adrian Rippy-Sheehy - motion passed unanimously.
B. Claims for Board Approval: General Fund June 16, 2019 through July 15, 2019; Alpine
Bank Credit Card Statement June 2019
A motion to approve the claims and credit card statement was made by Michelle Foster,
seconded by Perry Sweeney - motion passed unanimously.
III. ACTION ITEMS
A. Consider mill levy ballot resolution, Resolution No. 19-010, Board of Trustees
Adrian Rippy-Sheehy requested clarification about the phrase “collected and spent
regardless of the limitations of Section 29-1-301 C.R.S.” Kevin Hettler provided an
explanation that this addresses the TABOR cap limiting growth to 5.5%
Alice Bedard-Voorhees requested that information regarding the cost per $100,000 for
homeowners be added to the website. Brett Lear responded that it is already available on
the website, along with the cost for commercial property owners. Emily Hisel suggested
adding a link to the Garfield County Assessor from the website as well.
Sandi Langlais Kister asked whether the Garfield County Clerk’s office has already been
notified of the Library District’s intention. Brett Lear indicated that he has communicated
with the county
Roll call vote.
Alice Bedard-Voorhees AYE
Landon Churchill AYE
Monica Miller AYE
Adrian Rippy-Sheehy AYE
Michelle Foster AYE
Perry Sweeney AYE
Sandi Langlais Kister ABSTAINED
motion passed unanimously.
B. Treasurer’s Report, Sandi Langlais Kister
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Sandi Langlais Kister stated that a monthly board treasurer’s report should be presented
at each regular board meeting going forward, and all board members agreed without
taking a vote.
IV. DISCUSSION ITEMS
A. Review Library Board’s use of email for library business, Board of Trustees
The board discussed the implications of public scrutiny and open records requests on the
use of personal email for board communications. The use of one shared email as a single
point of contact was discussed. Landon Churchill recommended that using a dedicated
email address for trustee communications does not have to be managed by the district,
but advised the use of standardized user names. Retroactive public records requests could
still impact the use of personal email for communications in the past. Brett Lear intends
to update the district’s record retention policy.
B. Management Report, Brett Lear
Brett has been working on the ballot language, drafting the resolution, working with
political consultant Jared Boigon, TBWB Strategies, and analyzing survey responses. 650
survey responses have been received, mostly positive comments. Very few negative
comments, which addressed concerns such as tax burden, homelessness, and recent
passage of 6A. Emily Hisel displayed the stack of positive and of negative survey
responses for visual reference. Brett shared charts of survey responses by area of strategic
priority and also a draft plan for increasing open hours. Brett is serving on Rifle Advisory
Board for CMC and has the potential to join the Garfield Clean Energy Collaborative,
depending on the benefits of the partnership to the district.
C. Finance Report, Kevin Hettler
Year to date, the budget is tracking as normal, with the exception of staffing trending
behind due to vacancies. Kim Owens’ hours were increased to manage the hiring
demands. The budget committee is working to develop two budget plans for 2020, to
cover both cases whether the ballot measure passes or not, with their next meeting on
August 6, 2019. The composition of the budget committee is different this year, with only
one branch manager, Laurin Arnold, representing the needs and requests of all the
branches, along with the administrative leadership team. Kevin discussed the Verizon
agreement that is still in process and the FMLD grant award for computers and
technology. Kevin took a poll whether board members would rather receive the final
audit report on paper or electronically.
D. New Castle Branch Report, Jennifer Cook, Branch Manager
Jenn shared a successful partnership with Upward Bound West Garfield to provide a
summer internship opportunity for a Coal Ridge High School student. A challenging mixup with book vendor Ingram resulted in the shipment of many duplicates which took a
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significant amount of staff time to unravel, but fortunately the branches have been able to
share these duplicates among themselves. An unexpected opportunity, after a long-time
volunteer who had been keeping the book sale and donations organized moved away,
arrived in the form of two new volunteers who have offered to take over the donation
and book sale work flow. A well-attended book folding art workshop was presented
during summer reading program by the district’s own, very talented Jaimie Schauf.
E. Staffing Report, Kim Owens, Human Resources Manager
Three candidates were interviewed for the Parachute Branch Manager position. A
successful meet and greet event was held for the community to interact with the
candidates. References are being checked, and a verbal offer is anticipated to be made
next week.
F. Assistant Director update, Amy Shipley, Assistant Executive Director
Alice Bedard-Voorhees asked how databases are selected for the district and whether the
district duplicates what the schools provide. Amy explained that databases are selected to
meet a broader range of needs than the schools, although there may be some overlap.
V. EXECUTIVE SESSION
No executive session was needed.
The meeting adjourned at 7:20 pm.
NEXT MEETING
The next scheduled board meeting will be held September 5, 2019 at the Silt Branch Library at
6:00pm.
Prepared by: Jennifer Cook
August 5, 2019
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9:37 AM
08/21/19
Accrual Basis

Garfield County Public Library District

Claims for Board Approval
July 16 - Aug 15, 2019
Date

Num

Name

Memo

Amount

10010 · Alpine Bank- Gen(..7072)
07/17/2019 Elec

WEX Bank

June vehicle fuel

-352.71

07/18/2019 Elec

Colorado Dept of Revenue- Sales Tax

2 Qtr 2019 Sales Tax

-813.01

07/18/2019 Elec

City of GL- Sales Tax

2 Qtr 2019 City Sales Tax

-165.55

07/18/2019 Elec

City of RI-Sales Tax

2 Qtr 2019 City Sales Tax

-113.45

07/18/2019 Elec

Town of CA- Sales Tax

2 Qtr 2019 City Sales Tax

07/24/2019 Elec

CRA (ccoera)

July Retirement

07/24/2019 Elec

CRA (ccoera)

-163.55
-5,942.32

July Retirement

-1,280.14

07/31/2019 23899 A Clean Break, LLC

July cleaning SI RI NC

-5,425.00

07/31/2019 23900 After, Brion

Material Replacement Refund

07/31/2019 23901 American Janitor LLC

July Cleaning PA

07/31/2019 23902 Black Hills Energy

CA GW gas

07/31/2019 23903 Cardiff Cleaning Service

July Cleaning GW CA

07/31/2019 23904 DeLage Landen Financial Services, Inc.

Copier lease

07/31/2019 23905 Demco

Processing supplies

07/31/2019 23906 Grand Mesa Observatory

SRP Program Fee

-33.95
-850.00
-111.75
-3,185.00
-449.00
-91.66
-100.00

07/31/2019 23907 Ingram Library Services

Library materials

07/31/2019 23908 Lehmann, Jessica

SRP Performer

-16,359.09
-150.00

07/31/2019 23909 Let Them Roar

SRP Performer

-400.00

07/31/2019 23910 Mejia, Gabriela

SRP Performer

07/31/2019 23911 Midwest Tape

Library materials

07/31/2019 23912 Mutual of Omaha

Disability insurance

-50.00
-1,733.78
-601.05

07/31/2019 23913 OverDrive

e-materials

-729.43

07/31/2019 23914 R & H Mechanical, LLC

SI boiler repair

-273.82

07/31/2019 23915 University of Kansas

Lost Book

07/31/2019 23916 Western Paper Distributors

Janitorial supplies

07/31/2019 23917 Willis Towers/CEBT

Health Insurance Aug

07/31/2019 23918 Zuniga, Rebecca

Travel reimb - circ coord candidate

-18.00
-198.71
-21,408.47
-86.28

08/15/2019 23919 Alpine Bank

July credit card

08/15/2019 23920 625-Water(9283)

RI SI staff water

-4,747.25

08/15/2019 23921 AFLAC

August

08/15/2019 23922 All Around Property Maintenance, Inc

July Landscaping PA CA

-1,229.99

08/15/2019 23923 Cedar Networks

August telephone / broadband

-2,388.00

08/15/2019 23924 CenturyLink

August alarm / elevator telephone

08/15/2019 23925 City of Glenwood Springs

water / sewer

08/15/2019 23926 City of Rifle

water / sewer

-124.70

08/15/2019 23927 Clark, Wallace

Mileage Reimbursement PA mgr candidate

-299.28

08/15/2019 23928 Cooper Commons Condo Association

2019 Jul - Dec Operating Acct Assessment

-17,214.22

08/15/2019 23929 Dekle, Deanne

Mileage Reimbursement PA branch mgr candidate

08/15/2019 23930 Early Childhood Network

Growing Readers Grant

-1,092.00

08/15/2019 23931 Great America Financial Services

Telephone lease

-1,043.98

08/15/2019 23932 ImageNet Consulting LLC

copier copies

08/15/2019 23933 Ingram Library Services

Library materials

-5,106.49

08/15/2019 23934 Lear, Brett

Travel reimb - ALA Conf

-1,034.56

08/15/2019 23935 Meier, Stacy

Rental Car Reimb PA branch mgr candidate

08/15/2019 23936 Midwest Tape

Library materials

08/15/2019 23937 Mountain Pest Control, Inc.

July spraying

08/15/2019 23938 Mountain Waste & Recycling

SI recycling

08/15/2019 23939 OCLC

cataloging / ill

08/15/2019 23940 OverDrive

e-materials

-48.45
-131.80

-410.88
-1,344.14

-451.24

-512.68

-282.52
-3,994.01
-282.00
-30.00
-271.23
-3,949.65
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9:37 AM
08/21/19
Accrual Basis

Garfield County Public Library District

Claims for Board Approval
July 16 - Aug 15, 2019
Date

Num

Name

08/15/2019 23941 R & H Mechanical, LLC
08/15/2019 23942 Rocky Mountain Reserve

Aug flex plan admin

08/15/2019 23943 Sandy's Office Supply

office supplies

08/15/2019 23944 Seter & Vander Wall, P.C.

election support

Amount
-479.88
-66.20
-4.59
-1,651.00

08/15/2019 23945 Shipley, Amy

Exp reimb for PA branch mgr meet and greet

08/15/2019 23946 Terris Barnes Walters Boigon Heath, Inc.

July and Aug consulting

08/15/2019 23947 Town of Carbondale

water / sewer

08/15/2019 23948 Town of New Castle

water / sewer

-196.92

08/15/2019 23949 Town of Parachute

water / sewer / trash

-505.90

08/15/2019 23950 Town of Silt

water / sewer

-138.36

08/15/2019 23951 Transparent Information Services, LLC

background checks

-167.50

08/15/2019 23952 Waste Management

CA NC RI trash/recycling

-232.86

08/15/2019 23953 Western Paper Distributors

janitorial supplies

-407.19

08/15/2019 23954 Xcel Energy

RI NC CA PA SI electric / gas

08/15/2019 23955 Lowes

building maintenance

08/15/2019 23956 WEX Bank

July vehicle fuel

Total 10010 · Alpine Bank- Gen(..7072)
TOTAL

Memo
RI repairs

-33.04
-13,000.00
-61.72

-5,423.69
-62.69
-241.83
-129,748.16
-129,748.16
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9:48 AM
08/21/19

Garfield County Public Library District

Reconciliation Detail
20510 · Alpine Bank Purchase Card, Period Ending 07/31/2019
Type

Date

Num

Memo

Amount

Beginning Balance

Balance
4,690.84

Cleared Transactions
Charges and Cash Advances - 73 items
Credit Card Charge

06/30/2019 SSFacebook

Facebook Ads

Credit Card Charge

06/30/2019 CACtyMarket

Ice Cream Social

(194.09)

(194.09)

(92.44)

(286.53)

Credit Card Charge

06/30/2019 PAWalmart

Ice cream social

(37.01)

(323.54)

Credit Card Charge

06/30/2019 GWTarget

Moon Landing program supplies

(12.99)

(336.53)

Credit Card Charge

06/30/2019 GWTarget

Tubs for Planters

(12.00)

(348.53)

Credit Card Charge

06/30/2019 PAWalmart

Janitorial supplies

(6.97)

(355.50)

Credit Card Charge

06/30/2019 GWTarget

Office supplies

(1.99)

(357.49)

Credit Card Charge

07/01/2019 SSVerizon

Cell through 6/18/19

(84.85)

(442.34)

Credit Card Charge

07/01/2019 GWCtyMarket Ice Cream Social supplies

(55.09)

(497.43)

Credit Card Charge

07/01/2019 GWTarget

Ice Cream Social supplies

(14.51)

(511.94)

Credit Card Charge

07/02/2019 GWCtyMarket Ice Cream Social supplies

(29.85)

(541.79)

Credit Card Charge

07/02/2019 PAFamilyDol

Ice Cream Social

Credit Card Charge

07/03/2019 SSCollerInd

Name Tags

Credit Card Charge

07/03/2019 CACtyMarket

Ice Cream Social

(70.97)

(984.55)

Credit Card Charge

07/03/2019 CAWhiteHous Staff supplies

(64.45)

(1,049.00)

Credit Card Charge

07/03/2019 SICtyMarket

Ice Cream Social Supplies-Dewyne Estate Grant

(58.96)

(1,107.96)

Credit Card Charge

07/03/2019 SIWalmart

Ice Cream Social supplies-Dewyne Estate Grant

(43.88)

(1,151.84)

Credit Card Charge

07/03/2019 SSUSPS

Board Packet Postage

(10.15)

(1,161.99)

Credit Card Charge

07/05/2019 SSAmazon

Office supplies

(5.99)

(1,167.98)

Credit Card Charge

07/06/2019 SSWIX

Promo on Shop Garfield County website

(192.85)

(1,360.83)

Credit Card Charge

07/06/2019 SSAmazon

SI Office supplies

(70.93)

(1,431.76)

Credit Card Charge

07/06/2019 SSAmazon

GW Office supplies

(60.54)

(1,492.30)

Credit Card Charge

07/06/2019 SSAmazon

office supplies

(32.86)

(1,525.16)

Credit Card Charge

07/06/2019 SSAmazon

RI Office supplies

(5.99)

(1,531.15)

Credit Card Charge

07/06/2019 SSAmazon

CA office supplies

(4.54)

(1,535.69)

Credit Card Charge

07/09/2019 SSLaQuinta

RI Circ Coord candidate hotel

(178.00)

(1,713.69)

Credit Card Charge

07/09/2019 NCHogback

Lunch NC Youth Services Candidate

(45.44)

(1,759.13)

Credit Card Charge

07/09/2019 NCLazyBear

Coffee for NC Youth Services Candidate

(28.75)

(1,787.88)

Credit Card Charge

07/09/2019 SSAce

Tools

(13.99)

(1,801.87)

Credit Card Charge

07/10/2019 SSThaiChili

Lunch for RI Circ Coord candidate

(44.90)

(1,846.77)

Credit Card Charge

07/11/2019 SSAdobe

Adobe Stock

(29.99)

(1,876.76)

Credit Card Charge

07/13/2019 SSAmazon

RI SRP supplies

(27.91)

(1,904.67)

Credit Card Charge

07/13/2019 SSAmazon

SI Office supplies

(19.59)

(1,924.26)

Credit Card Charge

07/13/2019 SSAmazon

Office supplies

(17.75)

(1,942.01)

Credit Card Charge

07/13/2019 SSAmazon

PA Office supplies

(7.49)

(1,949.50)

Credit Card Charge

07/15/2019 SIBurnMtnPi

Coffee w/ Director supplies

(42.00)

(1,991.50)

Credit Card Charge

07/15/2019 SIMistyCoff

Coffee w/ Director supplies

(40.00)

(2,031.50)

Credit Card Charge

07/16/2019 SSColFord

Bookmobile tire exchange

(105.99)

(2,137.49)

Credit Card Charge

07/16/2019 SSValleyLum

RI Garbage Disposal

(79.99)

(2,217.48)

Credit Card Charge

07/16/2019 SSAmazon

Desk Tray

(57.49)

(2,274.97)

Credit Card Charge

07/16/2019 PACtyMarket

Storytime supplies

(14.32)

(2,289.29)

Credit Card Charge

07/16/2019 PAWalmart

Storytime supplies

(8.94)

(2,298.23)

Credit Card Charge

07/16/2019 SSCarWash

Car Wash

(2.77)

(2,301.00)

Credit Card Charge

07/16/2019 RIUSPS

ILL Postage

(2.61)

(2,303.61)

Credit Card Charge

07/16/2019 SSCarwash

Clean GW Urinal

(2.00)

(2,305.61)

Credit Card Charge

07/17/2019 SSExpedia

Flight for PA Branch Manager Candidate

(588.60)

(2,894.21)

Credit Card Charge

07/17/2019 SSAce

CA Paint

Credit Card Charge

07/18/2019 SSGrandRive

Hotel Rooms for PA Branch Manager Candidates

Credit Card Charge

07/18/2019 SSAmazon

Credit Card Charge

07/19/2019 SSRobly

Credit Card Charge

07/20/2019 SSAdobe

Adobe Creative Suite

(4.50)

(546.29)

(367.29)

(913.58)

(15.34)

(2,909.55)

(354.00)

(3,263.55)

Bulbs all branches

(26.99)

(3,290.54)

Robly

(52.50)

(3,343.04)

(29.99)

(3,373.03)
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9:48 AM
08/21/19

Garfield County Public Library District

Reconciliation Detail
20510 · Alpine Bank Purchase Card, Period Ending 07/31/2019
Type

Date

Num

Memo

Amount

Balance

Credit Card Charge

07/23/2019 SSPayPal

Light Sensor RI

(85.00)

Credit Card Charge

07/23/2019 PAWalmart

Staff water filters

(41.92)

(3,499.95)

Credit Card Charge

07/23/2019 PAWalmart

Office supplies

(35.92)

(3,535.87)

Credit Card Charge

07/23/2019 PAWalmart

Adult Programming supplies

(6.96)

(3,542.83)

Credit Card Charge

07/24/2019 SIUSPS

ILL postage

(2.61)

(3,545.44)

Credit Card Charge

07/25/2019 RIUSPS

ILL Postage

(8.81)

(3,554.25)

Credit Card Charge

07/26/2019 PAOTC

Parade supplies

(33.97)

(3,588.22)

Credit Card Charge

07/26/2019 SSAmazon

Janitorial supplies

(26.38)

(3,614.60)

Credit Card Charge

07/26/2019 PAOTC

Storytime supplies

(19.79)

(3,634.39)

Credit Card Charge

07/26/2019 RIUSPS

Board Packet Postage

(8.70)

(3,643.09)

Credit Card Charge

07/27/2019 SSAmazon

Staff SRP Supplies

(45.96)

(3,689.05)

Credit Card Charge

07/27/2019 SSAmazon

RI Print Materials

(14.99)

(3,704.04)

Credit Card Charge

07/27/2019 SSAmazon

Processing supplies

(13.80)

(3,717.84)

Credit Card Charge

07/27/2019 SSAmazon

GW Office supplies

(8.69)

(3,726.53)

Credit Card Charge

07/27/2019 SSAmazon

CA office supplies

(7.99)

(3,734.52)

Credit Card Charge

07/28/2019 SSAmazon

office supplies

(31.98)

(3,766.50)

Credit Card Charge

07/28/2019 SSAmazon

PA Kids programming

(31.48)

(3,797.98)

Credit Card Charge

07/29/2019 SSDickey's

Staff SRP Picnic Caterer

(605.25)

(4,403.23)

Credit Card Charge

07/29/2019 SSCOCPA

COCPA Webinar

(281.25)

(4,684.48)

Credit Card Charge

07/30/2019 NCUSPS

Stamps

(33.00)

(4,717.48)

Credit Card Charge

07/30/2019 SSAce

Bulbs/Battery

(26.97)

(4,744.45)

Credit Card Charge

07/30/2019 SSAmazon

CA Growing Readers Grant

(8.99)

(4,753.44)

(4,753.44)

(4,753.44)

Total Charges and Cash Advances

(3,458.03)

Payments and Credits - 2 items
Credit Card Credit

07/01/2019 GWCtyMarket Ice Cream Social supplies Value Card Refun

Check

07/15/2019 23898

June credit card payment

Total Cleared Transactions

6.19

6.19

4,690.84

4,697.03

(56.41)

(56.41)

Cleared Balance

56.41

4,747.25

Register Balance as of 07/31/2019

56.41

4,747.25

New Transactions
Charges and Cash Advances - 4 items
Credit Card Charge

08/01/2019 SSVerizon

Cell through 7/18/19

(60.65)

(60.65)

Credit Card Charge

08/02/2019 SSWalmart

Staff SRP Picnic

(127.64)

(188.29)

Credit Card Charge

08/02/2019 SSIronMtn

Staff SRP Prizes

(100.00)

(288.29)

Credit Card Charge

08/02/2019 SSCtyMarket

Staff SRP Picnic

(3.99)

(292.28)

(292.28)

(292.28)

Total Charges and Cash Advances
Payments and Credits - 1 item
Check
Total New Transactions
Ending Balance

08/15/2019 23919

July credit card

4,747.25

4,747.25

4,454.97

4,454.97

(4,398.56)

292.28
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KIM J. SETER
BARBARA T. VANDER WALL
JEFFREY E. ERB
ELIZABETH A. DAUER
COLIN B. MIELKE
RUSSELL NEWTON
CAMERON J. RICHARDS

GARFIELD COUNTY LIBRARIES
November 5, 2019
(COORDINATED ELECTION)

DATE
July 26, 2019

EVENT
If a formal action has been taken to participate in the
Coordinated Election, the district must notify the county
clerk in writing. (100 days before the election)

August Meeting
of the Board of
Trustees
August 27, 2019

Recommended meeting for the Board to adopt the
resolution calling the election,

September 6,
2019

DEO must certify ballot order and content to County (No § 1-5-203 (3)(a)
later than 60 days before election)

September 20,
2019

Last day to file pro/con comments pertaining to local
ballot issues with the DEO in order to be included in the
issue mailing
(Friday before the 45th day prior to election)

§ 1-7-901(4); Art.
X, Sec.
20(3)(b)(v)

September 24,
2019

Last day for the DEO to deliver ballot issue notices and
summaries to the County Clerk and Recorder
(no later than 42 days prior to election)

§ 1-7-904; IGA

October 6, 2019

County Clerk to mail the TABOR notice (at least 30
days prior to the election)

§ 1-7-906(2); Art.
X, Sec. 20(3)(b)

October 14 - 18

Ballots to be mailed by County

October 22,
2019

Last day for individual to submit voter registration
application and still receive ballot in the mail (can
register to vote up until November 5th but will need to
pick up ballot after October 22)
*********** ELECTION DAY ***********
DEO to be available by telephone 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
to provide support

§ 1-7.5107(3)(a)(I)
§1-2201(3)(b)(III);
1-2-201(4);
1-2-508(3)(a)(I)

November 5,
2019

Intergovernmental agreement to be signed by County
Clerk and Library. (No later than 70 days before the
election)

AUTHORITY
§ 1-7-116(5)
§ 1-1-106(5)

§ 1-7-116(2)

{00396774}

7400 E. ORCHARD ROAD • SUITE 3300 • GREENWOOD VILLAGE, CO 80111 • 303-770-2700 • FAX: 303-770-2701
www.svwpc.com • e-mail: svw@svwpc.com
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Garfield County Libraries
Coordinated Election Timeline
April 9, 2019
Page 2 of 2
DATE
No later than
November 22,
2019
December 5,
2019

December 20,
2019

EVENT
Canvass Board meets to certify the election

AUTHORITY
1-10-102(1)

Election Results and Contact Info – results of a library
district election shall be certified to DLG within 30 days
after election. This includes the library district business
address, telephone number and name of contact person.
Library District Debt Authorization – results of election
to incur general obligation indebtedness shall be sent by
certified mail to the BOCC and Dept. of Securities

32-1-104(1)/1-11103(3)

{00396774}
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An oral history event in Fort Worth, Tex.
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PR EFACE
When immigrants, refugees, and displaced persons
first arrive in the United States they frequently turn to
public libraries for free and trusted services. More than
55 percent of new Americans use their public library at
least once a week, according to the Institute of Museum
and Library Services (IMLS), to access English language learning classes, citizenship and civic educational
programs, and a vital support network.
Public library responses to the needs of these
patrons vary widely across the country due to factors
such as budgetary constraints, shifting populations,
and local priorities. While some successful case studies
have been observed, currently there are no field-wide
best practices to assist public libraries in serving the
unique needs of new Americans. This is a critical gap
in library practice that needs to be addressed as immigration numbers continue to grow. According to the
Migration Policy Institute, 1.38 million foreign-born
people moved to the United States in 2015, an increase
of 2 percent over the prior year. Public libraries, and
the new Americans they serve, need a plan that properly positions libraries to meet the challenges of our
nation’s shifting demographics and ensure equity for
all.
Addressing the singular needs of new Americans
meshes with the public library field’s commitment to
treating patrons with dignity and respect. US public
libraries have a long history of service to immigrants,
dating back to the nineteenth century when immigrant
populations began contributing content to library collections in their native languages. The American Library
Association stated its support for immigrant rights in a
January 2007 Council resolution:
“The American Library Association (ALA)
promotes equal access to information for all
persons and recognizes the ongoing need to
increase awareness of and responsiveness to
the diversity of the communities we serve
. . . ALA strongly supports the protection of
each person’s civil liberties, regardless of that
individual’s nationality, residency, or status
. . . ALA opposes any legislation that infringes
on the rights of anyone in the USA or its
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A literacy program at Edwin A. Bemis Public Library
in Littleton, Colo.

territories, citizens or otherwise, to use library
resources, programs, and services on national,
state, and local levels.”
ALA’s leaders and its members are firmly committed to standing up for the rights of new Americans
and have been vocal in their support for these populations. On September 5, 2017, ALA President Jim
Neal released a statement condemning the proposed
end to the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals
(DACA) program, stating, “Our nation’s libraries serve
all community members, including immigrants, offering services and educational resources that transform
communities, open minds, and promote inclusion and
diversity.” The association’s commitment to serving and
supporting immigrants has only strengthened in light of
the current political climate.
ALA and its divisions have responded to this need
by developing a variety of support materials to assist
libraries in reaching their immigrant patrons, including webinars and resources for immigrants, refugees,
and asylum seekers. However, ALA has not yet undertaken a comprehensive approach toward developing a
set of best practices, nor have we endeavored to start
a national conversation about library services to new
Americans, until now. We hope this white paper feeds
the discussion and advances the public library field’s
work to support the needs of immigrants, refugees, and
displaced persons in their local communities.

Melanie Welch
PROJECT DIRECTOR
ALA PUBLIC PROGRAMS OFFICE
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I NT R ODUC T IO N
Libraries have long had a reputation for supporting
healthy communities by providing a range of programs,
services, and reference and educational materials.
Service to new American populations is an important
part of this work, and recently the American Library
Association (ALA) has taken decisive steps toward
supporting immigrants, refugees, and asylum seekers
arriving in the US. The ALA Bill of Rights states that
a person’s “right to use a library should not be denied or
abridged because of origin, age, background, or views.”  1
Over 43 million immigrants live in the US, making
up about 13% of the nation’s population.2 New Americans commonly rely on local libraries for a wide range
of services—and have done so for decades. At libraries,
new Americans learn about local culture, find assistance
in job seeking, learn about financial systems in their new
country, seek support in obtaining citizenship, learn
English, and more. Indeed, “outreach to immigrants
through public libraries dates back at least to the World
War I era”.3 According to ALA’s American Libraries
magazine, “service to immigrant populations is an increasingly important part of the library’s mission, as refugees or
displaced persons are relocated in the United States and
Europe, sometimes in places reluctant to have them.”  4
The Institute of Museum and Library Services
(IMLS) notes that new Americans find in public libraries “a trusted environment, resources, and community
connections that can ease the way to full participation in
American society.” 5 Libraries offer a place where dominant communities and those who traditionally have less
social or political power can meet on more or less equal

1.

footing—and in these encounters different cultures can
refashion the library to fit their needs. With libraries,
new Americans have the opportunity to both learn
about American culture and systems, and at the same
time inform the established community about their
own cultures.6
Developing services for new Americans gives libraries an opening for collaboration with local organizations
that have a common vision for education, civic discourse,
safety, and health and wellness. Through these partnerships, libraries across the country are expanding new
American programming and building patrons’ confidence in using local resources in their new communities.

PROJECT WELCOME
Project Welcome is one of ALA’s larger efforts, with
its Office for Diversity, Literacy and Outreach Services working in partnership with the Mortenson
Center for International Library Programs at University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and the IMLS.
Project Welcome assesses current resources in libraries, ensuring “that all are welcomed by and in libraries.” 7 Through a summit involving 70 members of the
library community, Project Welcome developed a
guide, titled Project Welcome Guide: Public Libraries
Serving Immigrants, to ensure that libraries across the
nation possess the resources to best serve refugees
and asylum seekers in the US throughout their resettlement and integration.

Michael Dowling, “Project Welcome.” American Libraries Magazine. Accessed: August 15 2018. https://americanlibrariesmagazine
.org/2017/09/22/project-welcome-refugees/.

2. Gustavo Lopez & Jynnah Radford, “Facts on US Immigrants, 2015: Statistical portrait of the foreign-born population in the United States.”
Accessed: August 15 2018. Pew Research Center. http://www.pewhispanic.org/2017/05/03/facts-on-u-s-immigrants-current-data/.
3. Susan K. Burke, “Use of Public Libraries by Immigrants.” Reference and User Services Quarterly, 48(2), 164–74.
4. George M. Eberhart, “Immigrants and the Library.” American Libraries Magazine. Accessed Aug 2018. https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/
blogs/the-scoop/immigrants-and-the-library/.
5. The statistics on new Americans cited here come from sources that define the term differently and, in many cases, leave the definition
implicit. As such, we present these statistics for general breadth and depth but are unable to comment on the comparability of statistics
from different sources. Institute of Museum and Library Services, “Serving New Americans.” Accessed: August 15 2018. https://www.imls.gov/
issues/national-initiatives/serving-new-americans.
6. James K. Elmborg, “Libraries as the Space Between Us: Recognizing and Valuing the Third Space.” Reference and User Service Quarterly,
American Library Association 5, no. 4 (2011): 339–50.
7. Dowling, “Project Welcome.”
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ALA’S NEW AMERICANS
LIBRARY PROJECT
In 2018, with support from The JPB Foundation, the
ALA Public Programs Office convened an exploration
of public library programs and services that support
new American populations. The New Americans
Library Project explored the landscape of literature and
resources about library services for new Americans,
studied how libraries can more effectively serve new
Americans, and made recommendations about this
topic for the library field.
As the research partner, New Knowledge Organization Ltd. conducted a landscape review of current
library practices and offerings across a wide variety of
geographic regions, community types, and partnership
models. With input from ALA and project advisors,
researchers collected information about dozens of
library public programs in the US and abroad, as well as
information from research and other perspectives that
might benefit this initiative.
Following this review, researchers conducted site
visits at six public libraries in five cities, where they
spoke with new American patrons, as well as library
and community partner organization staff. The five
cities represented a wide range of characteristics and
demographics, including rural, suburban, and urban

A Hispanic Heritage Festival at Somerset County (N.J.)
Library System

areas across different regions in the US, with diverse
immigrant populations, cultures, and languages.
Finally, project advisors convened at a workshop
to identify the key topics contained in this white paper
and make recommendations to the library field.

THIS WHITE PAPER
This white paper provides a synthesis of the project to
help library professionals understand opportunities for
libraries’ work with new Americans. The paper includes
two parts. First, an overview of research and findings
summarizes the most salient themes uncovered in the
landscape review and site visits. Second, we offer a list
of actionable recommendations for libraries.

PA RT 1 .
S UM M ARY OF R E SE A RC H
F I NDIN GS
WHO ARE NEW AMERICANS?
For this white paper, the term “new Americans”
encompasses people who might consider themselves
new arrivals in the US and anyone who is a non-native English language speaker. New Americans might
be immigrants, refugees, or temporary or long-term
visitors. New Americans may be here with or without
legal documentation. New Americans might be born
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here to immigrants or have newly arrived themselves.
New Americans may come from any place, including
countries that are affluent and those that are under-resourced.
We use this inclusive definition because there is no
consensus around the definition for “new Americans.”
Some federal agencies determine a specific amount of
time, such as the last 15 years, while other agencies use
relative terms like “recently arrived”—though some
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might consider themselves new Americans even if they
arrived in the United States 30 years ago. Some libraries
prefer to use specific terms that reflect the experience
of an individual, like “immigrant” or “refugee,” though
there are concerns about stigma surrounding those
words. For some, the word “American” is confusing,
since any person from Central or South America also
identifies as American.

financial skill-building services, and “welcome corners”
(providing information necessary for integrating into a
new community like transportation, taxes, and legal
services aside from citizenship resources) are all examples of resources available to and frequently utilized by
new Americans while not being advertised specifically
for them.
English Language Acquisition
and Education

HOW DO PUBLIC LIBRARIES
SERVE NEW AMERICANS?
Here we explore what we know about current practices
in new American services, particularly those designed
to uniquely serve new Americans. The libraries we
visited offer an assortment of programs and services
specifically for new Americans, addressing myriad
needs.
Libraries design these services to address multiple
needs at the same time. We witnessed multifaceted programming approaches during the site visits, where, for
example, one library hosted cross-cultural luncheons
where people from a certain national or ethnic group
provided traditional food. This library also offered collections in other languages, foreign film screenings,
a series of easy-to-read news articles titled “news for
you,” and free museum passes. Other libraries housed
a “New Americans Initiative” that offers guardianship
workshops, housing rights help sessions, access to
financial coaches, small business workshops, and citizenship resources. According to the libraries we visited,
the primary programs used by new Americans fall into
the following categories: English language acquisition
and education, citizenship preparation, and digital literacy. Spanning all of these services is libraries’ commitment to ensuring access to new Americans.
However, it should be noted that new Americans take advantage of many other library programs
and resources not necessarily designed for them as a
primary audience. Services like notarization, multilingual collections, providing space for cultural groups to
meet or host events, small business support or other

A central aspiration for many new Americans is to
speak English proficiently and with the confidence to
interact with native speakers. Between 2009 and 2013,
the Census Bureau’s American Community Survey
found that over 25 million people in the country speak
English less than very well and over 60 million people
speak a language other than English at home.8
In response to this need, libraries provide English
language learning (ELL) opportunities. In fact, ELL was
the most frequently mentioned service overall among
the libraries we visited. There are different approaches
to English language teaching; some courses focus on
building from the basics of grammar and vocabulary,
while others attend to English in special settings, like
doctor’s appointments. Recognizing the pragmatic
needs of English language learners, some libraries offer
English conversation opportunities.
Moreover, English language learners who turn to
public libraries for support are a diverse group, and
developing programs that accommodate a variety of

A financial literacy program for Burmese speakers at
Lakewood (Ohio) Public Library

8. US Census Bureau, “Detailed Languages Spoken at Home and Ability to Speak English for the Population 5 Years and Over: 2009–2013.”
Accessed: August 15, 2018. https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2013/demo/2009-2013-lang-tables.html.
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Children at the Anaheim (Calif.) Public Library

learning groups is imperative for libraries. Libraries
meet this need by creating developmentally appropriate language programs for children up to adults. Some
programs incorporate bilingual education, in both
English and another language, and others are geared
toward straightforward ELL lessons. Libraries may
also partner with local schools and school libraries,
leveraging local expertise in education and access to
students who have not been raised in English-speaking households.
The site visits illuminated the creative formats
language learning services can take. These programs
feature drop-in conversation practice, writing classes,
traditional language classes held twice a week, and
classes centered on the English component of the citizenship exam. Libraries also provide other classes that
indirectly supported ELL. Topics of those programs
include financial and business courses (e.g., using
Excel, job interviews, and résumé writing) as well as
other skill-building classes (e.g. yoga, stress management, and conflict prevention). Unlike general ELL
courses, these other offerings require a baseline level
of English competency and continue building speaking
abilities along with other new skills.
Understanding the needs of the new Americans in
a community is an important factor in considering the

type of ELL programming libraries should offer, for
many reasons. Successful programs adapt to changing
cultural demographics of the community and emphasize the empowerment of local people.9 First, new
American communities’ needs fluctuate over time; for
example, one community might begin with a widespread need for basic English skills and eventually shift
to a greater need for specialized or industry-specific
English language skills. Second, learning a specific
populations’ language aspirations can reduce overlap
with and complement other language learning opportunities that are available.
Citizenship Preparation

Recent studies show that 7% of the United States population are not citizens,10 and over 11 million undocumented immigrants live in the country.11 Not surprisingly, citizenship is on the minds of many of these
individuals, but not all; other options for legal documentation status include immigrant visas, work visas,
and green cards that can be sought in advance or in
place of seeking full citizenship.
Obtaining citizenship is often a drawn-out
process, with the length of time depending on personal circumstances and factors beyond one’s control,
like national politics. On top of it all, the process of
obtaining US citizenship can feel intimidating and
confusing for individuals, families, and entire communities. According to one report, “many immigrants
hope to naturalize someday, but do not have access to the
instruction and application support they require in order
to succeed.”  12
While many libraries provide resources about citizenship, the exact role libraries can and should play
in assisting with exam preparation or legal support is
still up for debate. The best guidance that libraries can
give will take into account the social and emotional

9. April Witteveen, “Word of Mouth- Language Learning.” Library Journal. Accessed: August 15 2018. https://www.libraryjournal.com/
?detailStory=word-of-mouth-language-learning.
10. Kaiser Family Foundation, “Population Distribution by Citizenship Status.” Accessed: August 15 2018. https://www.kff.org/other/
state-indicator/distribution-by-citizenship-status/?.
11. Jie Zong & Jeanne Batalova, “Frequently Requested Statistics on Immigration in the United States.” Migration Policy Institute. Accessed:
August 15 2018. https://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/frequently-requested-statistics-immigrants-and-immigration-united-states.
12. Jeff Chenoweth & Laura Burdick, “Different Learners, Different Services, Preparing Immigrant Learners for Citizenship,” in A More Perfect
Union: A National Citizenship Plan. (Catholic Legal Immigration Service Inc: Washington DC, 2007).
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concerns, alongside the logistical requirements that are
part of the citizenship preparation process.
Currently, it seems there are many ways to find that
balance. Library support for the learning activities surrounding the citizenship process are multifaceted, with
many programs incorporating some form of preparation classes that help new Americans pass the federal
examination. As described above, the citizenship exam
training overlaps with ELL training. Good citizenship
class instructors must be knowledgeable in best practices for ELL classes, with awareness of the teaching practices that will best support students working
toward citizenship. Skilled instructors work toward not
simply teaching students the basic history and government topics on the exam but also contextualizing this
new information so students will find it relevant to their
lives.
In the cities we visited, we found that libraries
varied widely in how much they prioritize and how
they design citizenship preparation services. At some
libraries, citizenship classes are the centerpiece of new
American programming. Other libraries serve populations less interested in citizenship, often because they
do not plan to stay permanently in the United States.
Citizenship programs took on diverse forms even
within a single library system. Resources for becoming
a citizen were available at all of one urban library’s locations, but individual branches approached the citizenship preparation differently. Library staff at one location collaborate with community partner organizations
to offer certified legal assistance and practice interviews
to help students. Other branches have “New American
Centers” offering free onsite immigration and naturalization services, including assistance with paperwork.

A poetry event at Contra Costa County (Calif.) Library

limiting their ability to participate in our democracy, access educational opportunities, obtain health
care, find and keep jobs, and connect with family and
friends.13 Public libraries have historically been important places for people to pursue all of these activities and
to find guidance to accomplish their goals for finding
information.
Libraries certainly fill this role for new American
communities. Digital literacy was among the most
frequent types of desired skills we heard about from
patrons and staff during the site visits. The scope of
digital literacy classes varies widely from library to
library. While some libraries offered more narrowly
defined computer literacy services, at least one library
taught classes about using technology in general, such
as smart phones, printers, and the Internet. This library
also used tablets in their citizenship classes, as much of
the citizenship process takes place online, the exam is
given on tablets, and learning a tablet interface would
also ensure new Americans could access important
information on another type of technology.
Ensuring Access to Programs

Digital Literacy

For new Americans to gain their footing in America
economically, finding jobs and maintaining financial
stability is vital. Many cannot attain this level of security until they have achieved basic digital literacy and
have consistent access to the Internet. A lack of digital
literacy can further marginalize community members,

During site visits, library staff expressed particular
concern with ensuring access to new American library
programming—that is, creating circumstances where a
wide range of patrons would have a reasonable opportunity to benefit from services. Like any programming
designed with a specific audience in mind, library
professionals must consider a range of factors when

13. Jill Castek, Kimberly D. Pendell, Gloria Jacobs, Drew Pizzolato, Elizabeth Withers, & Stephen Reder, “Volunteers in an adult literacy library
program: Digital literacy acquisition case study.” Accessed: August 15 2018. http://archives.pdx.edu/ds/psu/16517.
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developing new American services. The structure of
library programs is largely dependent on different components of access, such as patrons’ ability to understand
the language in which programs are conducted, convenient times and locations that match public transportation routes and schedules, the availability of childcare
during programs, and conflicts with patrons’ work
schedules.
A flexible approach to scheduling new American
programming is advantageous, as we heard at multiple
locations that timing of library programs strongly influences who is able to attend. For many libraries, operating hours present a challenge, as those hours coincide
with business hours for most jobs; many library staff
wished they had the resources to hold night classes to
mitigate this problem. Hosting programs outside library
walls was another way of improving access. One location wanted to prioritize meeting patrons where they
are and described plans to create satellite locations with
books that were reflective of the cultures represented in
different neighborhoods. In a similar vein, transportation presents additional challenges, as many cities and
other areas lack affordable public transportation (or any
at all). One library shared that for some events, they had
the capacity to cover patrons’ bus fares, but this strategy was not feasible for all programming.
Language barriers also frequently limited access
to services. In response to these barriers, library staff
at some sites shared examples of successful programs
designed to have little dependency on spoken English,
like juggling class, which allowed people with a variety
of English capabilities to engage.
Sometimes, library services remain underutilized
simply due to lack of awareness about what is being
offered, perceptions of who a service is intended for, or
other concerns. Libraries often struggle to reach their
target audiences—this is true for programs in general
but even more so when target audiences include those
who face linguistic or cultural barriers. A constant
refrain heard by programming librarians is “Oh, I never
knew the library did that!” Citizenship courses can
present an additional hurdle: patrons may not want to
identify themselves as non-citizens out of safety concerns.14 Similar considerations may dissuade some new

Americans from signing up for a library card, as they
perceive formal documentation of any sort as a threat.

HOW DO NEW AMERICANS
EXPERIENCE LIBRARIES?
New Americans use libraries in the same ways as other
patrons—for a wide range of reasons that change over
time. At the sites we visited across the country, new
Americans check out books, attend public programs,
or bring children to a dedicated homework space after
school. Some new American populations rely heavily
on their library system to meet needs for language
learning, citizenship resources, and more.
The relationship patrons have with their library
also varied greatly, according to library staff. At one
extreme, some new Americans call the library their
“second home,” while at the other extreme, some new
American patrons had little sense of the resources these
institutions provide. Generally, patrons we spoke with
were grateful for the resources they can access at libraries, for a place to meet other people, share different cultural traditions, and for a space they could bring their
children. However, some patrons were overwhelmed
by navigating the resources available at the library and
wanted a more organized way for information to be displayed.
Motivations and Expectations

New Americans use libraries in myriad ways to accomplish similarly varied goals. We heard at library sites
that not all new Americans had the same ideas of
“success” when it came to what they hoped to gain
from engaging in library services. For instance, some
groups might use libraries to get the skills they need to
go to school and access higher education, while other
groups might be more committed to learning how to
sell something and run a small business. Moreover,
these individuals may attend the same programs to
achieve their different goals.
Like many other people, new Americans use
libraries for social purposes. At some locations, patrons

14. Diana Miranda-Murillo, “New immigrants center at the Austin Public Library,” Texas Library Journal. l 82 (Winter 2006), 144–147.
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told us that the library is important to finding a sense
of community or belongingness, while at another
location, we learned that most of the library users are
already members of tight-knit groups. Those who have
established social networks may use the library as a
social place to meet up with their friends, as well as to
acquire skills.
Family enrichment is a driving factor for many new
Americans, according to patrons we spoke to during
the site visits. Library programming for these populations must address the needs of multiple generations.
Often the impetus for parents to come to the library is
discovering programs that will benefit their kids, such
as help with homework or access to textbooks. Once
there, they become aware of additional programs that
serve the needs of the family as a whole. Intergenerational programming can take various forms, such as
an older generation passing on skills to their younger
counterparts that might otherwise be lost, like their
native language or cultural heritage. This skill-sharing
works in the other direction as well. For instance, programs can connect younger people with older family
or community members who want to learn English or
digital skills. One advantage of intergenerational programming is that it eliminates the need for childcare.
Often, parents or caregivers cannot attend programs if
they have children, unless those children are also occupied and learning alongside the adults.
New American patrons have varied expectations
of libraries. According to conversations we had during
site visits, these expectations reflect a range of familiarity with libraries and library workers. Some patrons
did not have access to libraries in their home country,
and libraries serve different roles in different places. As
a result, serving these populations requires libraries to
communicate the role that libraries play in the United
States. For instance, we heard from staff that new Americans occasionally conflate the concept of a library with
notions of a bookstore. Similarly, some new Americans
we spoke with were initially surprised to find out that
library books and movies are free to use.
Many patrons first encounter a library through
programs, which they learn about through word-ofmouth or because community partner organizations
hold a class or event there. We observed that these
situations often help new Americans find out that the

library offers resources or programs beyond what they
originally came for. Even among those familiar with
libraries, perceptions varied across different library
sites. Some patrons see libraries as important places for
people to gather in public, while others view them as
potentially threatening due to their ambiguous affiliation with the government.
Interaction with Library Staff
and Volunteers

Productive interactions among library staff are a key
aspect of new Americans’ experience at libraries and
their ability to meet their objectives. Library personnel’s identity, training, and approach to working with
new Americans all influence these relationships.
Library personnel who reflect the population
that the library serves can help new Americans leverage what the library has to offer. Staff who speak new
Americans’ language offer an obvious advantage, as
they can deftly explain the intricacies of using library
systems and programming. There is added benefit if
staff are familiar with cultural norms, having the ability
to anticipate and explain situations that may confuse
or offend new Americans. According to the site visits,
many libraries see hiring diverse staff as an area for
further improvement.
Volunteers can play vital roles in new American
programming, shoring up staff ’s limited capacity to
offer services and sometimes contributing by leading
programs themselves. As with all volunteer work, we
saw in site visits that libraries need additional resources
to make the best use of volunteers’ time.
New Americans themselves can be just as involved
as volunteers and staff, serving the needs of their own
community and those of the library at the same time.
At a site visit, one new American patron remarked
that their peers are “untapped resources.” We saw that
new Americans’ involvement in the work of the library
takes many shapes, from teaching traditional cooking
classes to translating mail for other patrons. Library
staff observed that personnel from marginalized groups
may face unique hurdles due to stereotyping from
other members of the community. While this role of
“cultural broker” may be challenging and not appealing for everyone, it can help counteract other patrons’
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◗◗ Volunteer management skills;
◗◗ A broad approach to collections management that
includes community resources outside the library’s
physical collections;
◗◗ Administrative and organizational skills, such as
time management;
◗◗ The ability to gain buy-in from administration;
◗◗ Teaching skills; and
◗◗ Cultural competency, particularly with specific
groups who use one’s library.
An oral history event in Fort Worth, Tex.

misconceptions about new Americans and lead to
greater appreciation of groups that are new to a given
location. In fact, libraries can formalize the role of “cultural liaison” in staffing, with a staff member from a new
American community leading outreach at cultural and
religious centers, as well as individual outreach to other
new Americans who are not yet aware of or using library
services. Libraries are already taking this approach in
some cities, with success, particularly when it supports
part of a library’s commitment to a strategic plan. But
the cultural liaison position appears to be difficult to
sustain due to budgetary constraints—not to mention
funding to create this position may be completely out
of reach for many libraries.
At multiple locations, we heard that establishing
trust with an individual staff member kept new American patrons returning to the library, regardless of the
background and identity of that individual. These relationships can be a crucial link to the library for new
Americans. However, library staff have observed there
is risk of some patrons becoming dependent on a single
staff member. This situation can be magnified particularly when the staff member shares the same culture and
speaks the same language as a new American patron.
Professional Development for
Library Staff and Volunteers

Across site visits, library professionals advocated for
professional development opportunities to build the
skills of both staff and volunteers to effectively work
with new American communities. Many of these skills
are important for public programming in general. Skills
that staff members saw as critical included:
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While these skills may be applicable across many
libraries that provide new American programming,
a one-size-fits-all approach to professional development is unlikely to work. Two types of differences
among libraries determine the need for tailored training approaches.
First, libraries of different types and sizes have different needs. Large, well-funded libraries tend to have
substantial professional development budgets and
more time available for training, compared to smaller
rural libraries that may only have one or two staff
members. Libraries of different sizes may also have
varying priorities, depending on the resources available. For instance, a small library with one computer
might find computer-based technology training for all
staff to be a low priority.
Second, libraries that serve different communities have unique needs. New American groups have a
diverse range of cultures, aspirations, and goals. General
cultural competency or inclusivity trainings often lack
the details library workers feel they need to work with
new Americans in their communities. In the site visits,
we saw that library personnel highly value specific cultural knowledge. For instance, library staff have found
it useful to understand how new American patrons at
their library prefer to build rapport. Equipped with this
information, library staff can build stronger connections and better serve their patrons.
For most libraries, communication may present one
of—if not the—largest operational challenge in serving
new Americans. This concern relates to sharing information across the library field about new American services:
what has been done, what works well, what has failed,
and special considerations for working with particular
communities. Across the board, libraries in the site visits
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voiced the need for a strategy for improving communication within individual library systems, between libraries and community partner organizations, and across
the library field as a whole. Better communication, they
hope, will help them improve services to new Americans
without reinventing the wheel.
Training volunteers to work on new American programming presents unique considerations for libraries,
particularly those where staff are looking to expand their
ability to manage volunteers. Some libraries in our site
visits require volunteers to take online courses on topics
like ELL before bringing it all together in an in-person
training. Other libraries who work with new American
volunteers may find that they need to invest more time
in learning the library systems that are not specifically
related to working with a particular community.
The Need for—and Lack of—
Consistent Evaluation

While libraries throughout the United States have
developed programming to support new Americans,
few of these initiatives have identified impact beyond
outputs like circulation statistics, program attendance,
and anecdotal evidence from individual patrons.
Library professionals, particularly those we spoke
to during site visits, clearly understand the benefits of
evaluation and want to increase their use of evaluation
in new American programming. Evaluation can help
libraries maintain or increase funding, understand the
reasons programs fail or have low participation, determine to what extent a program meets its goals, and
identify unintended outcomes of a program that may
be critical to its success.
In site visits, we heard that while library staff value
evaluation, they acknowledged that it occurred only
occasionally. Similar to field-wide barriers, typical
challenges include cost, time, and lack of training in
evaluation. Additionally, protecting patron anonymity during evaluation, while not unique to new American programs, is a particularly sensitive issue. More
uniquely, library staff ’s discomfort with common evaluation methods where an individual’s demographic
information is collected (perceived as potentially compromising the anonymity of patrons or patron library
card records) presents a major obstacle to assessing

new American programs. Staff may also perceive that
evaluating the patron’s experience at the library may
erode the trust built between personnel and the patron.
However, evaluation of new American programs could
not be more critical to their success as new Americans
have specific needs and wants that library staff may not
be able to predict nor support effectively without feedback. Appropriate evaluative tools can foster relationships, as well: new Americans utilizing the library and
providing feedback through surveys, focus groups, or
interviews will see improvements being made to better
meet their needs and will understand the library is
committed to helping them succeed.

WHY A COMMUNITYCENTERED APPROACH
IS THE BEST STRATEGY
Over the past decade, libraries have increasingly
invested in learning about and addressing their communities’ aspirations through programming and other services. This approach is core to the mission of libraries,
as institutions that support their communities’ learning,
access to resources, and ability to thrive. Library staff
across the sites we visited were uniformly committed to
the concept of a community-centered approach, where
the definition of community is all-inclusive, taking into
account the full range of diverse populations, both
newer and longer-established. They had a clear understanding of strategies for ways to learn about their communities’ needs, like providing comment boxes, attending community events, having bi- or multilingual staff,
and conducting formal community needs assessments.

A program focused on South Asian culture at Palatine (Ill.)
Public Library District
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However, these strategies were often aspirational rather
than currently in practice.
At the same time, libraries must find a balance
between addressing communities’ needs and the constraints that necessarily shape their work. Perhaps
unique to services for new Americans, libraries must
navigate legal limitations as well. Services that some
new Americans are interested in—particularly obtaining citizenship—are legal procedures. Many libraries
are not equipped to provide legal counsel, and might
better invest their skills in developing programs that
have a dramatic impact on the daily lives of new Americans. Time, budget, and access to resources are concerns for all programming as well.
When a library undertakes a structured needs
assessment, it can take a range of forms. One library we
visited worked with community organizers to do needs
assessments with a variety of local groups, including
new Americans. Another library conducts interviews
with members of different cultural groups in their area.
Meanwhile, other libraries have committees dedicated
to promoting literacy for new Americans.
Outreach Strategies

Across the libraries we visited, we found that outreach
and community needs assessment are closely linked.
Staff reported that no matter what a library was doing,
it was not effective programming unless the community
was aware of it. Libraries used a range of strategies to
reach out to new Americans. Library staff attendance
at general community events and meetings is essential
to understanding the inner workings of communities.
Partnerships with community organizations can aid in
building pathways to communities where those organizations may be more involved, and vice versa. Offering
or serving as a stop on city tours presents another way
to get new Americans, and anyone else new to the community, into the library.
The Importance of Community Partnerships

Libraries have long partnered with other community-based organizations to enrich and expand their
service to their communities. The mutual benefits
are well documented—staff from other community
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organizations and libraries alike enjoy increased capacity, and members of the community get access to better
services and resources. Partnerships designed for services for new Americans are no different. Collaboration
among organizations is not necessarily an easy, organic
process; it requires an investment of time and resources
to build the relationship and maintain the work. Nevertheless, our site visits demonstrated that the effort is
worth it: partnerships produce more than the sum of
their parts.
Just as conducting an assessment of community needs is critical to understanding how to provide
new American library services, it is also important to
assess the landscape of community organizations to
understand where the library might fit in. During the
site visits, staff from multiple locations expressed the
importance of assessing what other organizations are
already doing in the community. That way, libraries
could ensure that their programs were complementary
rather than competitive with resources that already
existed. Community resource fairs could be helpful in
this regard, in addition to helping new Americans see
all the resources provided where they live.
In the site visits, we observed several differences
between libraries and their partners, as well as patterns
that emerge when they work together. Library staff
voiced their desire to have a dedicated staff member to
focus on partnerships. Meanwhile, community organizations were more likely to have personnel in a liaison role.
One library staff member said ideally there would be staff
from the library at the partner organization’s space, and
vice versa, every day. In practice, because libraries often
provide space for partner-led programs, partner organization staff were much more aware of a library’s full suite
of programs than the other way around.
While dedicated or embedded partnership staff
isn’t feasible for all libraries—typically depending
on size and funding—staff at site visits consistently
reported that communication between partners greatly
improved by having one clear point person at each
organization because it led to clearer communication
pathways. Having a point person is particularly important for a library system with multiple branches; the
community partner organization can communicate
with this one person rather than individually with each
branch manager.
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may take place inside or outside the library. For
example, offsite programs may include pop-up
health clinics that also provided an opportunity to
sign up for a library card, or a food pantry whose
baskets included free books.
5. Library as implementer: In this model,
libraries use a curriculum developed by a partner
organization but are responsible for all other
elements of the program. The partner organization
may provide training or support, or may be
entirely hands-off.
A participant in a literacy program at Edwin A. Bemis
Public Library in Littleton, Colo.

The structure of a partnership can vary from organization to organization. Here, we define a partnership as an ongoing relationship between a library and
another organization. Across the site visits, we heard
that library-community organization relationships fell
into one of five categories:
1.

Parallel services: Libraries and partner

organizations work on the same issues or topics
in parallel but do not collaborate directly. In these
cases, libraries and community organizations are
often aware of each other’s resources and may
refer patrons to one another.
2. Library as space: Libraries provide space for
programs or events, and partner organizations
take the lead in other aspects of the program.
3. Space plus: In addition to hosting programs
in library space, libraries provide additional
resources such as volunteer time or outreach
materials. However, partner organizations
continue to take the lead.
4. Library as collaborator: Libraries and
community organizations work together closely
to provide programs and services. While staff
members from nearly all locations identified this
partnership model as the ideal, not all of them are
able to implement it in practice due to constraints
on time and resources. Programs in this category

MOVING FORWARD:
THE TWO-WAY STREET
OF CULTURAL EXCHANGE
Many new Americans are interested in sharing their
culture with others. This sharing is better understood
as an opportunity for cultural “exchange”—a two-way
street of learning. Along with using library programming
to give new Americans the opportunity to learn about
“American life” in a given community, it is also an opportunity for new Americans to share their own culture
with other residents through their public library. As new
Americans arrive in a new place, they can simultaneously
seek to be a part of the fabric of their new home and
impart some of their former countries’ traditions, foods,
and other parts of their culture into the new community.
Public libraries are an integral part of their local
communities, bringing together diverse patrons for a
variety of reasons. Libraries are an ideal space for cultural exchange programming because they serve as a
place for the intersection of people and ideas, and also
because Americans frequently rank public libraries as
one of their most trusted institutions.15 For a city or
town to successfully integrate new members, cultural
awareness is key. And what better place to help foster
dialogue about culture than the library? Acknowledging that many new Americans are, in fact, new to life
in the US, many libraries have developed programming
to draw them into the local fabric and support them in
forming social connections.

15. John B. Horrigan, “How People Approach Facts and Information.” Pew Research Center. Accessed: August 15 2018. http://assets.pewresearch
.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/14/2017/09/12135404/PI_2017.09.11_FactsAndInfo_FINAL.pdf.
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PA RT 2 .
R ECOM M E N DAT IONS
TO L IB RA R IES
As migration patterns continue to fluctuate, we can
expect to see people coming to the United States from
all over the world. Many are coming in need of a safe
place for themselves and their families. The ALA Public
Programs Office’s New Americans Library Project
reaffirms the important role libraries play in providing
services to people who consider themselves new to the
United States. In many ways, libraries are singular in
their service to their communities: their mission is to
equitably help all people to reach their aspirations so
the collective can thrive. This commitment positions
libraries as uniquely suited to help new Americans—
and all community members—learn and grow together.
But libraries cannot do this important work alone.
There are many, many organizations that specialize in
the myriad areas that are relevant to new Americans:
legal counsel, language learning services, job training
services, financial advisors and institutions, and the
diverse organizations focusing on aspects of culture,
like religion, ethnic heritage, and more. The same is
true for these community organizations—they need
the help of libraries. With partnerships, libraries can
achieve far more for their new American constituents
than they can do independently.
This research shows there is no silver bullet for
libraries’ work with new Americans; just as there are
diverse groups of newcomers to the country, so too are
there many library service approaches that successfully
meet their needs. Finding the right approach is less a
matter of following a rubric and more of a listening
activity. Once a library understands their new American

VISIT

NewAmericans.ala.org
F O R R E S O U R C E S TO G E T
S TA R T E D I N YO U R L I B R A RY.
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communities’ needs, they can design services that are
both relevant to their constituents and appropriate for
their organizational capacity.
Library programming used by new Americans is as
diverse as the patron population that relies on it. The
term “new American” can encompass individuals of a
variety of ages, cultural backgrounds, levels of English
language proficiency, legal documentation status, and
degree of experience with American institutions or
cultural practices. Accordingly, library programming
that meets their needs will vary widely depending on
the local community. In addition, new Americans take
advantage not only of library programs geared specifically toward their needs, but also of programs that are
designed for all library patrons, such as financial literacy and job training.
Libraries across the United States have introduced
innovative programming that has resonated with new
Americans. The most creative and successful programs
have been borne out of meeting new Americans where
they are and assuring them that public libraries are
spaces where they are welcome and safe, even for those
who may feel insecure or stigmatized due to their immigration status. A thoughtful approach also requires
understanding what programs will fit the needs of
local new Americans, ranging from English conversation opportunities to cultural exchange that draws new
arrivals into the established community. Many libraries
have seen enthusiasm for these types of programs, and
further evaluation offers the opportunity to demonstrate how these programs work and how they can continue to improve.
Library professionals who have championed new
Americans programming have attributed their success
to a partnership approach with community organizations. Collaboration provides both organizations with
access to more materials and resources, and enables
both organizations to increase the populations they
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A financial literacy program for Burmese speakers at
Lakewood (Ohio) Public Library

serve and the services they provide. These partnerships
can form when neither organization has the full breadth
of resources to meet the needs of the community. For
example, libraries can offer space, staff time, and advertising capacity, while community partner organizations
bring knowledge of and connections to multiple groups
in the community.
In short, there is no one-size-fits-all model for
serving new American populations. To make a program
sing, a library must authentically understand and design
the service to meet the specific needs of its unique community. Nevertheless, this research has shown there are
approaches that can lead to success across geographic
locations and kinds of communities. We present the
following strategies as a list of options, rather than a
prescriptive model. For each option, we offer potential
actions that libraries can take toward programming for
new Americans.

PLANNING PROGRAMS FOR NEW
AMERICANS: CONSIDERATIONS
FOR PUBLIC LIBRARIES
Assess community needs.
Libraries should learn about the needs of the members
of a community, including new Americans, established
residents, library patrons, and non-patrons. Learning about the community can range from setting up a
comment box, to undertaking a full-scale community
needs assessment conducted by the library or outside
organization. There are advantages and disadvantages
to every method, so libraries may consider experimenting with several needs assessment techniques at
first. Keep in mind that open-ended approaches, such

as a comment box, may yield such a wide variety of
responses that a library may find it hard to prioritize a
path forward. The needs assessment strategy may also
depend on whether the library already serves a particular new American population or is looking to draw
in a new population that is underserved or unaware of
library resources.
Learning about community needs can also be done
in partnership with organizations who have already
been working in communities for many years. These
partners can help identify community stakeholders,
facilitate focus groups, or contribute in other ways to
the needs assessment. This approach may also help
a library avoid creating redundant services, as many
communities have existing programs for new Americans, often run by new American groups themselves. In
these cases, a library has an opportunity to reflect on
what they might uniquely offer.
S U G G E STE D AC TI O N STE P S

Think about all the ways you learn about the
population your library serves, including those
who don’t currently use library services. What
tactics have you used in the past? What worked
and what didn’t? What would you change about
the process of determining community needs?
2. Decide whether a more formal or structured
needs assessment would be appropriate for
your library. Talk to other library workers, such
as members of ALA’s Programming Librarian
Interest Group (facebook.com/groups/
ProgrammingLibrarianInterestGroup), about
their needs assessment experiences. Consult
census data if there are studies or assessments
already being done by municipal agencies or
other community groups; keep in mind that some
new American groups may not be accurately
represented in these studies due to concerns about
interactions with government entities.
3. Consider what you already know. Think about
data you already have access to rather than
spending time and resources on pursuing new
information from external sources. For example,
asking security or front desk staff what types of
questions they get from patrons could provide
useful insight.
1.
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Foster partnerships with community
organizations.
Many libraries already have relationships with community organizations and networks of groups working
on issues relating to new Americans. Community
organizations have different types of expertise, hold
specific knowledge about the community, and may
have a different relationship to their members. At the
same time, community organizations already find that
collaboration with municipal organizations—including libraries—is a great way to work with professionals
who share the same dedication to helping community
members realize their goals. Understanding how community organizations work with new Americans can
help libraries avoid reinventing the wheel and instead
focus on how they might complement existing work
with space, curriculum, technology, books, and more.
Partnerships can take many forms, consisting of a
single event, recurring event or series, a class, or a longterm initiative. Having recurring events or building a
sustained initiative can lead to a stronger relationship.
This work can then help foster an increased commitment to serve new American communities and reduce
gaps in services.
SUGGESTED ACT I ON ST EP S

Make a list of the organizations, networks, or
groups in your community who already serve new
Americans. How does your library fit in?
2. List the additional resources the library needs to
better serve new Americans. Which community
partners would be best positioned to assist in this
effort?
3. Make a detailed plan for connecting. Is there a clear
ask? Mutual benefits that could be highlighted?
A plan for nurturing the relationship? Intended
outcomes for new Americans? Who is serving as
the contact person? What is the decision-making
hierarchy, or who needs to give approval?
1.

Offer professional development
opportunities for staff and volunteers.
There are a variety of professional development offerings—many of them free or low-cost—that can help
library workers and volunteers serve new Americans to
their best potential.
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S U G G E STE D AC TI O N STE P S

Prioritize the areas in which you most want
to grow your staff skills. Does your library
need to focus on ELL courses for adults,
teens, or children? Marketing and outreach to
new American populations? Providing cultural
competence/humility training for desk
staff ?
2. Explore professional development and
continuing education opportunities available to
you and your staff. This may include in-person
or online courses from national membership
organizations like ALA or the Public Library
Association, or offerings from your state or
regional library association.
3. Determine your available budget for staff training
in this area. If you are unable to allocate any of
your current funds, investigate free options for
now, and prioritize professional development
funding in your next budget cycle. Even a few
hundred dollars can make a big difference. You
may also apply for grant funding to support these
efforts.
1.

Include new Americans in decision-making
and implementation.
While we recognize that decision-making processes
vary widely, as does inclusion, libraries should prioritize finding ways to include new Americans in
decision-making and implementation of programming designed for their communities. Involving new
Americans can consist of creating additional volunteer positions at smaller libraries or hiring additional staff members as cultural liaisons at larger
library systems. Libraries could also consider having
new Americans teach or co-teach classes, or even
lead tours of the library—in several languages—to
introduce newcomers to its people, programs, and
resources. New Americans could also be informally
included through discussion groups and/or the community needs assessment.
S U G G E STE D AC TI O N STE P S

1.

Consider what type of involvement for new
Americans is possible at your library and ask staff
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if they know new Americans at the library or in
the community who might be well-suited to fill
the roles you identify.
2. If you’re doing a community needs assessment,
make sure new Americans’ voices are included!
3. Develop an advisory group that has equal
representation of the new and “old” American
communities.

intended audiences. Some services—like immigration
legal counsel—might seem like they’re for new Americans seeking legal documentation. However, these programs might be primarily sought out by the families of
new Americans rather than by the individual who needs
the service.
S U G G E STE D AC TI O N STE P S

Make a list of terms you hear used around your
library.
2. Talk to coworkers and library patrons about which
terms they prefer and why.
3. Use a public feedback activity for further input—
like inviting Post-it notes on a question wall.
1.

Use terms that resonate with your
specific community.
When promoting a new American program, word
choice is important. Knowing the best terminology
to use with the general public, while at the same time
targeting a subset of people, can prove critical to the
success of a program for new Americans.
We recommend avoiding broad terms like “new
Americans” in promotional materials due to the multiple ways it can be interpreted. For instance, “new
Americans” might be misinterpreted as those who
become legal citizens. Instead, try to understand how
the specific new American populations might describe
the program. For instance, new Americans may want
to use their places of origin or ethnic identifications
and aren’t concerned about generic terms. At the same
time, being too specific can make it difficult for a library
to communicate to a large audience, and even to staff.
In other cases, it might be helpful to know the name of
a service or idea in a group’s native language, so that the
people who might benefit from the program can recognize its relevance. This approach can reduce the need to
find the proper generic terms in English.
Libraries should ensure marketing terminology
accurately represents the intended outcomes of the
program and be aware of problematic translations.
Libraries can work with their community partners to
develop recommendations on proper terms. Creating
promotional materials is also a great role for a new
American staff member or volunteer, as they will likely
have unique knowledge of the target audience. Understanding appropriate terminology can also be embedded in the community needs assessment process. It is
advisable to use terms that best fit the specific community being targeted.
There are additional dynamics that libraries should
be aware of when marketing a program, particularly the

Develop multilingual resources.
New Americans will feel more welcomed in a space where
their language is represented. While it’s not realistic for
libraries in major resettlement areas to provide substantial resources in all languages, many libraries could benefit
from considering how to develop multilingual resources
in the languages widely spoken in a community. Libraries
can strategize to accomplish this objective by considering
both collection development and creating bi- and multilingual versions of other resources, such as templates and
signage. Keep in mind that these efforts still will not reach
non-literate patrons, and easily recognized graphics or
icons in signage will be especially helpful. Libraries should
consider the scale of their institution when developing
a realistic strategy for what multilingual resources they
can produce. The community assessment can inform
the languages to focus upon, and to what degree.
S U G G E STE D AC TI O N STE P S

Do an inventory of your current bilingual or
multilingual collections and signage.
2. Identify your greatest languages of need. Do they
match your current collections? What about
signage? In particular, consider critical wayfinding
1.

VISIT

NewAmericans.ala.org
F O R R E S O U R C E S TO G E T
S TA R T E D I N YO U R L I B R A RY.
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signage that helps patrons meet their basic needs,
such as directions to the restrooms.
3. Write up a wish list and begin to brainstorm
how to fill the need. The Programming Librarian
Interest Group can be a great resource here too.
Foster connections between new
Americans and established residents.
New Americans often desire to learn about their new
community and its members, just as much as people
who already live in the area wish to get to know new
Americans. Given the importance of fostering connections between new Americans and patrons who already
live in the area, libraries can strategize by first understanding to what degree new Americans feel welcomed.
This work can also be accomplished in the needs assessment process.
In some places, libraries can explicitly welcome
new Americans in promotional materials, signage,
and other areas. In other places where there may be
ambivalence or tension supporting the presence of
new Americans, a broad message of welcome to all
might be more appropriate. Libraries should consider
a range of approaches to meet diverse needs. How can
you maximize word of mouth to promote your services
to diverse populations? How might existing programming be made as inclusive as possible? Moreover, these
libraries may want to figure out how they can serve new
Americans with existing programming, rather than creating new programming that would draw attention to
groups who may wish to remain anonymous, such as
ELL classes or citizenship preparation.
Strategies for supportive programming that builds
relationships among community members include conversation partner programs, multicultural meals, World
Book Day events, and other types of cultural exchanges.
These opportunities should go beyond the tendency to
essentialize—meaningful interaction is more than a
single meal, festival, or movie.
SUGGESTED ACT I ON ST EP S

1.

Review existing programs. Are any of these
already attracting both new Americans and those
who are established in the community? If not, are
there ways to modify the programs to be more
inclusive?
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Could any existing programs do a better job of
having patrons interact? How?
3. Determine your library’s goals for helping people
connect. Is your goal to increase cross-cultural
understanding and appreciation? To make new
patrons feel more welcome? Having clear goals
will help with program strategy.
2.

Create more intergenerational
programming.
Intergenerational programming offers participants rich
learning and social experiences, where people can gain
an understanding of language and culture of people
in different age groups. At the same time, it meets the
needs of new Americans and anyone with a family who
wishes to participate in activities as a group. Like all
patrons, new Americans of all ages have needs that can
be met by a library. Moreover, many new Americans
live in multigenerational households. Libraries should
consider which programs could either benefit from or
accommodate intergenerational participation. In marketing materials, consider how to clearly communicate
which programming serves family members of all ages
at the same time, in the same space, or both.
S U G G E STE D AC TI O N STE P S

Determine which of your current programs reach
an intergenerational audience already. What’s
working well with these programs? What needs to
be improved?
2. Identify obstacles to increasing family
participation at your library. Is it transportation?
Child care? Cultural norms?
3. Ask new American patrons what programs they’d
like to do with their family members, and how to
design those programs for success.
1.

Build sustainable services.
Figuring out how to make programs sustainable is key
to serving new American populations—particularly
given shifts in national or local narratives about refugees
and immigrants—which can have consequential impact
on funding sources. Thinking about outcomes, building
multi-faceted initiatives, and knowing how programs
can be best positioned are invaluable to planning in
an unstable environment. Another important part of
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building sustainability is knowing what programs work
and how they accomplish their intended objectives; it
is helpful to have a plan from the start about how evaluation will be part of a new service. Resources are available to guide libraries on how to conduct evaluation
(for example, the Public Library Association’s Project
Outcome). There are also many methods for evaluation
beyond the survey tools currently used by many in the
library field, to provide more systematic and comprehensive understanding of sustainable strategies.
SUGGESTED ACT I ON ST EP S

Think about efforts your library has used in the
past to evaluate programs. What did you learn?
Was it what you wanted to learn?
2. Determine where the gaps are in your library’s
current approach to evaluating programs and
services. What do you wish you knew? How could
that information be obtained?
1.

Talk to staff at another library that has done a type
of evaluation different from what you’ve done to
learn about new methods. The Research Institute
for Public Libraries16 hosts a variety of webinars
and online forums designed to help libraries
address their evaluation needs.
4. If cost is a barrier, utilize free evaluation tools
such as Project Outcome. Google Forms can also
facilitate basic data-gathering.
5. If patron privacy is of particular concern, use
anonymous evaluation methods and clearly
communicate how new Americans’ identities will
be protected when gathering data. In addition to
not gathering personally identifiable information,
libraries could use Dropbox or another file hosting
service to gather completed evaluation forms or
ask a volunteer to gather data when staff are not
present.
3.

CON C LU S ION
Public libraries are hard at work supporting new
Americans. This research has uncovered just a fraction of the vibrant library programs and services that
help new Americans achieve their aspirations in this
country. These services are the products of library
professionals and volunteers’ thoughtful, creative, and
resourceful approaches to working with immigrants,
refugees, displaced persons, and other members of
their communities.
The ALA Public Programs Office is committed to
supporting this critical work and maintaining the rich
tapestry of library programs and the opportunities they
open for new Americans. To that end, we have created
a website (NewAmericans.ala.org) that, in addition to
providing the content described in this report, gathers
and consolidates trusted resources for easy access by
library professionals. These include resources created
by ALA—such as ALA’s Reference and User Services
Association’s guide for developing multilingual collections and the Office for Diversity, Literacy and Outreach

VISIT

NewAmericans.ala.org
F O R R E S O U R C E S TO G E T
S TA R T E D I N YO U R L I B R A RY.

Services’ training on cultural humility, cultural intelligence, and implicit bias—as well as numerous resources
from the field at large.
This exploratory phase of the New Americans
Library Project has given us tremendous insight into
the current offerings in the library field, but much work
remains to be done. ALA will seek additional funding
to pursue efforts to strengthen library offerings for new
Americans and prepare library professionals for work
with these populations. With added support, we envision everything from training opportunities for library
professionals, to best practices for programs to serve
new Americans of all ages, to print-ready signs and
templates in multiple languages to help libraries be
more user-friendly to all patrons. We look forward to
exploring these exciting possibilities.

16. Research Institute for Public Libraries. https://ripl.lrs.org (accessed May 23, 2019).
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Financial Report
July 2019 Financial Visualization

The following charts indicate
all revenues received and
expenditures made from 1/1/19
through 7/31/19.

YTD Revenues through 7/31/19

2%

2%

Total revenue as of 7/31/19 is
$4,083,263.

2% 1% 0%

0%
Property Tax Net
Sales Tax Net

Total expenditure as
of 7/31/19 is $1,965,996.

SO Tax
Interest Earned

58.3% of the year has elapsed
as of 7/31/19.

33%

Branch Revenues
Grants

60%

75.61% of budgeted revenue
($5,400,188) has been received.

Other Revenue
Solar Rebates

35.49% of budgeted
expenditure ($5,539,420) has
been made.
The attached bar charts reflect
revenues and expenditures
relative to their respective
annual budgets

YTD Expenditures through 7/31/19
1%

2%

4%

0%

0%

0%
Employee Costs

3%

Library Services

5%

Building Overhead
Professional Services

10%

Treasurer's Fees
Other Overhead
55%
20%

Equipment
Partnerships
Advertising
Building Addns/Replacements
Vehicles
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YTD Revenues to Budgeted Revenues through 7/31/19
Property
Tax Net
Sales Tax
Net
SO Tax
Interest
Earned
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Revenue
Solar
Rebates
Budgeted
Revenue
0
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YTD Expenditures to Budgeted Expenditures through 7/31/19

Employee Costs
Library Services
Building Overhead
Professional Services
Treasurer's Fees
Other Overhead
Equipment
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Advertising
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Vehicles
Budgeted Expense
0
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Garfield County Public Library District

Profit & Loss Budget vs. Actual
Jan-July 2019

% of
Annual
Budget

Jan-July
2019 Actual

Annual
Budget

1,392,015.46

2,600,000.00

53.54%

Footnotes

Jan-July
2018 Actual

$ Increase /
(Decrease) in
Actual '18 to '19

1,352,519.16

39,496.30

Income
40100 · Sales Tax Revenue
40102 · Sales Tax Refunds
40200 · Property Tax Revenue(net)
40202 · Property Tax Refunds
40300 · Specific Ownership Tax Revenue

(45,066.38)

(100,000.00)

45.07%

(23,855.98)

(21,210.40)

2,455,638.50

2,374,891.00

103.4%

2,150,542.44

305,096.06

0.00

0.00

0.0%

(168,252.06)

168,252.06

103,090.36

162,000.00

63.64%

94,424.66

8,665.70

1.

40900 · Interest Earned on Investments

72,218.13

40,000.00

180.55%

48,421.51

23,796.62

41000 · Grants

23,781.00

158,500.00

15.0%

49,294.00

(25,513.00)

0.00

30,000.00

0.0%

2,000.00

(2,000.00)

15,048.15

1,500.00

1,003.21%

1,500.00

13,548.15

41010 · Donations or Contributions
41200 · Other Revenue
41300 · Solar Rebates
42000 · Branch Revenues
Total Income

2.

3,964.97

8,337.00

47.56%

5,783.49

(1,818.52)

62,572.99

124,960.00

50.07%

75,465.47

(12,892.42)

4,083,263.18

5,400,188.00

75.61%

3,587,842.69

495,420.49

80,355.75

100,738.00

79.77%

70,432.58

9,923.17

0.00

1,659,800.00

0.0%

0.00

0.00

1,088,842.62

2,106,810.00

51.68%

1,006,271.37

82,571.25

387,320.95

629,992.00

61.48%

290,878.72

96,442.23

90,692.28

116,506.00

77.84%

64,211.88

26,480.40

195,474.00

357,222.00

54.72%

210,948.19

(15,474.19)

Expense
50001 · TREASURER'S FEES
50005 · DEBT SERVICE
51000 · EMPLOYEE COSTS
52000 · LIBRARY SERVICES
53000 · PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
54000 · BUILDING OVERHEAD
54500 · BUILDING REMODEL & ADDING
FFE

3,475.00

140,333.00

2.48%

0.00

2,475.00

55000 · EQUIPMENT

43,313.07

271,061.00

15.86%

85,599.99

(42,286.92)

56000 · OTHER OVERHEAD

51,912.67

61,645.00

84.21%

52,065.17

(152.50)

57000 · ADVERTISING & MARKETING

5,233.36

8,380.00

62.45%

2,421.56

2,811.80

58000 · VEHICLES

2,162.32

6,400.00

33.79%

2,881.75

(719.43)

17,214.22

33,000.00

52.16%

15,000.00

2,214.22

0.00

45,533.00

0.0%

0.00

0.00

1,965,996.24

5,539,420.00

35.49%

1,800,711.21

165,285.03

2,117,266.94

(139,232.00)

1,787,131.48

330,135.46

59000 · PARTNERSHIPS
59100 · CONTINGENCY
Total Expense
Net Income

Footnotes:
1.

2018 includes the Encana/Caerus property tax abatement. The abated revenue will be collected in 2019 through the 1.072 mill

2.

Includes 1-time CEBT Member Dividend; Rifle roof rent - Garco air monitoring

levy certification.
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Garfield County Public Library District

Balance Sheet
As of July 31, 2019

Jul 31, 19
ASSETS
Current Assets
Checking/Savings
10010 · Alpine Bank- Gen(..7072)

346,094.97

10050 · Colo Trust - General

4,984,787.50

10051 · Colo Trust - SO Funds

1,414,028.33

10055 · C-Safe

52,792.55

10060 · Alpine Bank- Payroll(..8785)

58,897.38

10070 · Alpine Bank - Flex(..0583)

1,364.93

10210 · Rocky Mtn Reserve - Flex

638.40

10300 · Petty Cash- Cash drawer fund

1,075.00

11010 · WF-23652000-Annual Interest Pmt

151.97

11050 · WF-23652001-Annual Princ. Pmt

522.16

Total Checking/Savings

6,860,353.19

Other Current Assets
12050 · Sales tax transfer by Treasurer
12100 · Property tax transfer by Treas
Total Other Current Assets
Total Current Assets

249,188.16
2,545,641.00
2,794,829.16
9,655,182.35

Other Assets
18600 · Prepaid Subsc
19075 · Due to from reimbursements
19100 · Due to/fr Foundation & Friends
19150 · Due to/fr Employees
Total Other Assets
TOTAL ASSETS

3,218.94
463.88
8,711.02
16.79
12,410.63
9,667,592.98

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable
20000 · Accounts Payable
Total Accounts Payable

17,268.54
17,268.54

Credit Cards
20510 · Alpine Bank Purchase Card
20570 · Fuel Cards - WEX / NJPA
20600 · Lowes Store Account
Total Credit Cards

4,747.25
241.83
62.69
5,051.77

Other Current Liabilities
20900 · Payroll check to be printed

(80.80)

21100 · Other Payroll Payables21105 · FLEX payable
Total 21100 · Other Payroll Payables21200 · Payroll PayableTotal Other Current Liabilities

588.08
588.08
58,912.78
59,420.06
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Garfield County Public Library District

Balance Sheet
As of July 31, 2019

Total Current Liabilities

81,740.37

Long Term Liabilities
22000 · Deferred Sales tax Revenue
22100 · Deferred Property Tax Revenue
Total Long Term Liabilities
Total Liabilities

249,188.16
2,545,641.00
2,794,829.16
2,876,569.53

Equity
30000 · Unassigned Fund Balance
30005 · Non-Spendable Fund Balance

4,354,729.60
8,960.91

30010 · Restricted Fund Balance

158,800.00

30040 · Assigned For Replacement

151,266.00

Net Income
Total Equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY

2,117,266.94
6,791,023.45
9,667,592.98
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GARFIELD COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY DISTRICT
SALES TAX COMPARISON REPORT

BEFORE REFUND

2015
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2016

2017

2018

2019

% Incr(Decr)
from prior yr

171,255.99

8.42%

165,205.96

-3.53%

173,042.62

4.74%

199,981.78

15.57%

232,350.29

16.19%

156,611.76

-5.06%

152,316.39

-2.74%

174,041.11

14.26%

214,635.71

23.32%

201,365.63

-6.18%

183,651.55 -33.14%

176,125.01

-4.10%

191,923.78

8.97%

247,300.68

28.85%

235,241.22

-4.88%

176,436.28 -13.72%

178,186.85

0.99%

210,556.56

18.17%

220,564.48

4.75%

221,993.61

0.65%

198,774.79

1.54%

181,387.29

-8.75%

205,137.04

13.09%

233,871.79

14.01%

251,876.55

7.70%

220,869.13

-3.18%

218,515.17

-1.07%

234,797.64

7.45%

261,824.92

11.51%

-100.00%

215,309.82

0.57%

208,583.74

-3.12%

244,275.30

17.11%

266,233.19

8.99%

-100.00%

209,135.70

-0.70%

211,395.73

1.08%

231,464.51

9.49%

259,104.75

11.94%

-100.00%

260,179.02

21.92%

206,068.49 -20.80%

220,812.96

7.16%

259,426.27

17.49%

-100.00%

182,241.69

-6.22%

193,259.35

6.05%

214,391.59

10.93%

242,842.17

13.27%

-100.00%

179,760.58

-3.13%

188,021.40

4.60%

211,086.91

12.27%

215,191.86

1.94%

-100.00%

206,781.54

-4.38%

231,320.02

11.87%

236,164.73

2.09%

249,188.16

5.51%

-100.00%

TOTAL 2,361,007.85

-4.03% 2,310,385.40

-2.14% 2,547,694.75

10.27% 2,870,165.76

12.66% 1,142,827.30

-60.18%
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GARFIELD COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY DISTRICT
SALES TAX COMPARISON REPORT

AFTER REFUND

2015
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
TOTAL

2016

2017

2018

2019

% Incr(Decr)
from prior yr

119,021.52

-23.89%

107,887.11

-9.35%

167,563.47

55.31%

198,871.12

18.68%

209,576.47

5.38%

152,508.02

-3.65%

104,937.79

-31.19%

170,638.18

62.61%

212,320.26

24.43%

198,821.31

-6.36%

181,435.06

-15.11%

164,251.80

-9.47%

185,434.83

12.90%

245,105.81

32.18%

233,664.43

-4.67%

175,817.96

2.06%

175,020.34

-0.45%

162,141.26

-7.36%

216,979.46

33.82%

221,373.23

2.02%

196,717.28

1.98%

178,574.83

-9.22%

198,292.51

11.04%

233,518.26

17.76%

236,645.79

1.34%

215,786.91

5.23%

217,303.71

0.70%

233,936.90

7.65%

261,219.50

11.66%

-100.00%

214,708.92

7.32%

206,367.67

-3.88%

242,194.12

17.36%

264,478.28

9.20%

-100.00%

208,306.05

0.75%

210,453.58

1.03%

230,488.40

9.52%

257,827.63

11.86%

-100.00%

248,288.72

17.62%

205,021.69

-17.43%

220,265.47

7.44%

257,903.65

17.09%

-100.00%

181,007.55

-6.33%

189,878.10

4.90%

212,474.94

11.90%

238,703.94

12.34%

-100.00%

177,841.00

0.50%

186,362.81

4.79%

197,432.38

5.94%

213,758.10

8.27%

-100.00%

205,642.96

-4.43%

230,459.68

12.07%

235,522.80

2.20%

248,301.61

5.43%

-100.00%

2,277,081.95

-1.08%

2,176,519.11

-4.42%

2,456,385.26

12.86%

2,848,987.62

15.98%

1,100,081.23

-61.39%
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